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Introduction

Economic models are used for many purposes, including forecasting and simulation. Economic models are generally nonlinear. Even simple macroeconomic models, where all the stochastic equations in the system may be linear
in logarithms, need to be completed by accounting identities that are linear
in levels. As a consequence, although a model may be estimated using linear
techniques, forecasts with that model (which need to take the identities into
account) will normally involve using nonlinear solution techniques.
Unfortunately, nonlinear models cannot in general be solved analytically
and so solution techniques involve iterative numerical methods. When models include rational expectations, then solution techniques are made more
complicated.
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Linear Models

A linear model can be written in the standard structural form
B0 yt = Γzt + ut

,

t = 1, · · · , T

(2.1)

where yt is an n × 1 vector of endogenous variables in time period t, zt is an
m × 1 vector of predetermined variables and ut is a vector of structural errors
on the equations with E(ut ) = 0 and var(ut ) = Σ. B0 and Γ are matrices of
coefficients of dimensions n × n and n × m respectively.
If the model is dynamic then the predetermined variables zt will comprise
both current and lagged exogenous variables xt , not explained in the system
∗
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and lags of the endogenous variables yt . Separating out these two different
types of variable we can rewrite (2.1) as
B0 yt = −B1 yt−1 − · · · − Bp yt−p + C0 xt + · · · + Cq xt−q + ut
or
B(L)yt = C(L)xt + ut

(2.2)

where L is the lag operator defined by Lj xt = xt−j and B(L) and C(L)
are matrices of polynomials in the lag operator of order p and q respectively
defined by
B(L) = B0 + B1 L + B2 L2 + · · · + Bp Lp
and
C(L) = C0 + C1 L + C2 L2 + · · · + Cq Lq .
The conditions for dynamic stability of the model (2.2) are that the np roots
of the determinantal polynomial |B(L)| all lie within the unit circle.
The reduced form of the system can be written as
−1
yt = −B−1
0 (B1 yt−1 + · · · + Bp yt−p + C0 xt + · · · + Cq xt−q ) + B0 ut . (2.3)

This represents the solution of the model in terms of lagged endogenous
variables and current and lagged exogenous variables.
Substituting out the lagged endogenous variables defines what is called
the final form of the model:
yt = B(L)−1 C(L)xt + B(L)−1 ut
which expresses the time path of yt in terms of (generally infinite) lags of
the exogenous variables and past errors.
The reduced form can be used for prediction. Two modes of solution
are possible: static and dynamic, depending on how the lagged endogenous
variables are treated. Static solution sets the lagged endogenous variables
to their observed historical values. Dynamic solution uses predicted values
for lagged endogenous variables as these become available. Dynamic solution
can be used recursively to forecast future values of yt+j , j > 0 given initial
values of yt and future values of the exogenous variables xt+j .
Setting ut to its expected value of 0, the static solution is given by
bt = −B−1
y
0 (B1 yt−1 + · · · + Bp yt−p + C0 xt + · · · + Cq xt−q )
and the dynamic solution by
bt = −B−1
bt−1 + · · · + Bp y
bt−p + C0 xt + · · · + Cq xt−q )
y
0 (B1 y
2

bt represents predicted value of yt . Note that its conditional expectawhere y
tion is given by
E(b
yt |yt−1 , · · · , yt−p , xt , · · · , xt−q ) = yt
bt is an unbiased predictor.
so that y
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Nonlinear Models

A general dynamic nonlinear model can be written in the implicit form
f (yt , yt−1 , · · · , yt−p , xt , · · · , xt−q , ut ; θ) = 0

(3.1)

where f is an n × 1 vector valued function and θ is a vector of parameters.
This represents a set of n nonlinear equations. For conciseness it is useful to
define
Yt−1 = {yt−1 , · · · , yt−p }
and
Xt = {xt , · · · , xt−q }
and rewrite (3.1) as
f (yt , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) = 0 .
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(3.2)

Solution Methods for Nonlinear Models

Unfortunately, there is no analytic solution for the nonlinear model (3.2)
corresponding to the reduced form (2.3) for linear models. Consequently, the
reduced form solution
yt = g(Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) ,

t = 1, · · · , T

(4.1)

has to be found using iterative numerical methods. Starting from an initial
guess yt0 , each iteration s, s = 1, · · · , S generates a new vector of values yts
based on the previous iteration. Convergence is achieved when either
max yits − yits−1 < ε1
i

or

max
i

yits − yits−1
< ε2 .
yits−1

Two general solution methods exist: Newton’s method which uses first derivatives of the model, and the first-order methods, the most famous of which is
the Gauss-Seidel method.
3

4.1

Initial Conditions

The model (3.2) includes current and lagged values of the endogenous variables but, at each point in time t, the lagged values of the endogenous variables, Yt−1 are predetermined and can be treated as fixed. Solution can thus
proceed sequentially for each period t = 1, · · · , T . Note however, that in
the first period, we need values for Y0 which are outside the model solution
period. These are known as initial conditions and are generally set to actual
historical values. The supplied values Y0 are then treated as exogenous in
model solution.

4.2

Newton’s method

Consider the Taylor expansion of (3.2) around the point yt = yt :
∂f
(yt − yt )
∂yt0
higher order terms = 0

f (yt , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) = f (yt , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) +
+
where


∂f

=
0
∂yt

∂f1
∂y1t

..
.

∂fn
∂y1t

···
..
.
···

∂f1
∂ynt

..
.

∂fn
∂ynt

(4.2)



=J

(4.3)

is the n × n matrix of first order model derivatives evaluated at the point yt .
This matrix is known as the Jacobian matrix.
Neglecting the higher order terms, equation (4.2) can be rearranged to
give
yt = yt −J−1 f (yt , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .
This equation will hold exactly in a linear model (where the higher order
terms in the Taylor expansion are zero and where J = B0 ) and will hold
approximately in nonlinear models.
It forms the basis of Newton’s iterative method, Newton (1686), where
in iteration s,
s−1
yts = yts−1 −J−1
, Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .
s−1 f (yt
Newton’s method is said to be quadratically convergent in that it will find
the solution to a linear model in a single iteration. Since all models will
be approximately linear in the neighbourhood of a solution, this makes it
a very powerful solution method. The method is sometimes also known as
Newton-Raphson.
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4.3

First Order Methods

First order solution methods require that the nonlinear system (3.2) be written in the explicit form
yt = h(yt , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .

(4.4)

Each equation in (4.4) has been normalised on one of the endogenous variables. Such a normalisation will generally be possible but will not be unique.
Convergence of the first order iterative methods will depend on the particular normalisation that has been adopted. This is a disadvantage of these
methods compared with Newton’s method. On the other hand, first order
methods do not require the inversion of a matrix of model derivatives and
are considerably cheaper to implement.
The Jacobi solution method is defined by the iteration
yts = h(yts−1 , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .

(4.5)

This method generates a new solution using the previous iteration’s solution
on the right-hand side of each equation. Iteration proceeds until a fixed point
is found where yts = yts−1 .
A generalisation of this method is the Jacobi over-relaxation or JOR
method
yts = αh(yts−1 , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) + (1 − α)yts−1
(4.6)
where the scalar α is the relaxation parameter. With 0 < α < 1, the new
solution is a linear combination of the solution of this iteration and last
iteration. The effect of this is to dampen the change between iterations and
this can speed up convergence. The optimal value for α will depend on the
model and can be found by experimentation.
The Gauss-Seidel method solves each of the n equations in the order i,
i = 1, · · · , n using the iterations
s−1
s
s
s−1
, · · · , yi−1t
, yi+1t
, · · · , ynt
, Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .
yits = hi (y1t

(4.7)

This method differs from the Jacobi method in that equation i uses the
solution from this iteration for all variables defined by equations appearing
earlier in the model: i.e. yjt , j < i. For this reason the method is also
known as the method of successive substitution. This variation on the Jacobi
method has been found to speed up convergence considerably. On the other
hand, it makes convergence dependent on the equation ordering. Don and
Gallo (1987) suggest an algorithm for the optimal ordering of a system of
equations for Gauss-Seidel model solution. This orders the model equations
5

to maximise the recursivity of the system which is equivalent to ordering the
equations to make the model Jacobian matrix (4.3) as close as possible to
being lower triangular.
Adding a relaxation parameter to the Gauss-Seidel method defines the
Successive Over Relaxation or SOR method
s−1
s
s
s−1
yits = αhi (y1t
, · · · , yi−1t
, yi+1t
, · · · , ynt
, Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) + (1 − α) yits−1 . (4.8)

Finally the Fast Gauss-Seidel or FGS method uses the iterations
s−1
s∗
s∗
s−1
yits∗ = αhi (y1t
, · · · , yi−1t
, yi+1t
, · · · , ynt
, Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) + (1 − α) yits−1
(4.9)
yits = γyits∗ + (1 − γ)yits−1 .

which takes a linear combination of the SOR iteration and last iteration’s
solution with weights γ and 1 − γ respectively. The FGS method has been
found to be faster than SOR for judicious choice of parameters α and γ. Note
that if γ = 1 or α = 1 then FGS collapses to SOR.
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Prediction with Nonlinear Models

As with linear models, prediction can be based on the model reduced form
yt = g(yt−1 , · · · , yt−p , Xt , ut ; θ)
which is obtained from numerical solution of the model. As before, both
static and dynamic prediction is possible. Setting ut to its expected value of
0, the static solution is given by
bt = g(yt−1 , · · · , yt−p , Xt , 0; θ)
y
and the dynamic solution by
bt = g(b
bt−p , Xt , 0; θ) .
y
yt−1 , · · · , y
However, unlike the linear model case, these predictors are no longer
unbiased since E(a(x)) 6= a(E(x)) when a(·) is a nonlinear function, so that
in general
E(yt |Yt−1 , Xt ) 6= g(Yt−1 , Xt , E(ut ); θ) .
Unbiased prediction can be obtained by the method of stochastic simulation.
This generates repeated solutions to the model
btr = g(b
bt−p , Xt , ert ; θ) ,
y
yt−1 , · · · , y
6

r = 1, · · · , R

for R successive draws of a vector of pseudo-random disturbances ert , with
distribution given by
ert

∼

b ,
iid N (0, Σ)

r = 1, · · · , R

b is a consistent estimate of var(ut ).
where Σ
Then, for large enough R, the mean of the replications
R

1X r
et =
b
y
y
R r=1 t
will approximate E(yt |Yt−1 , Xt ).
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Models with Forward Expectations

We define expectations using the notation
xet+k|t−1 ≡ E(xt+k |It−1 )
where xet+k|t−1 is the expected value of variable xt+k formed at the end of
period t − 1 and based on information available at that time, represented
by the information set It−1 . The rational expectations hypothesis of Muth
(1961) asserts that expectations should satisfy
xt+k = xet+k|t−1 + ηt+k

(6.1)

where E(ηt+k ) = 0. Most solution methods set ηt+1 to its expected value
of zero and adopt the stronger assumption of model consistent expectations
that
xt+k = xet+k|t−1 .
(6.2)
Models including rational expectations present special solution problems.

6.1

Linear Models

Defining the forward expectations operator F j xt = xet+j|t−1 , a general linear
model including forward expectations of the endogenous variables yt can be
written as
B(L)yt + D(F )yt = C(L)xt + ut
(6.3)
where
D(F ) = D0 + D1 F + D2 F 2 + · · · + Dk F k
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is a matrix polynomial of order k with D0 = 0.
The assumption (6.2) that expectations are model consistent implies that
F = L−1 so that (6.3) can be rewritten as
(B(L) + D(L−1 ))yt = Φ(L, L−1 )yt = C(L)xt + ut
where
Φ(L, L−1 ) = Dk L−k + · · · + D1 L−1 + B0 + B1 L + B2 L2 + · · · + Bp Lp
is a polynomial of order p + k with n(p + k) roots. Assuming no unit roots,
this polynomial can be factorised as
Φ(L, L−1 ) = Φ1 (L)Φ2 (L−1 )
where the roots of |Φ1 (L)| all lie inside the unit circle and the roots of
|Φ2 (L−1 )| lie outside the unit circle. The stability condition for the model
(6.3) is that there are no more roots in Φ2 (L−1 ) than there are expectational
terms. If there are exactly the same number of roots outside the unit circle as
there are expectations then the saddlepath condition holds and the stable
solution is unique. See inter alia Sargent (1979) or Blanchard and Kahn
(1980). If not, then an infinite number of stable solutions exist.
As long as the stability conditions holds, the inverse of Φ(L, L−1 ) will
exist and the model final form is given by
yt = Φ2 (L−1 )−1 Φ1 (L)−1 C(L)xt + Φ2 (L−1 )−1 Φ1 (L)−1 ut .

(6.4)

This equation expresses the time path of yt in terms of (generally infinite)
lags and leads of the exogenous variables and errors.

6.2

Nonlinear models

The general form of a nonlinear dynamic model with forward expectations is
given by
e
e
f (yt , yt+1|t−1
, · · · , yt+k|t−1
, Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) = 0 .
(6.5)
On the assumption of model consistent expectations, this becomes
f (yt , yt+1 , · · · , yt+k , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) = 0
or
f (yt , Et , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) = 0
where
Et = {yt+1 , · · · , yt+k } .
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(6.6)

Clearly, this system of equations can no longer be solved period by period,
using the nonlinear techniques considered so far, except in the special case
where there are no lags in the system so that Yt−1 can be dropped and it is
possible to use the standard techniques to solve the model backwards from
t = T, T − 1, · · · , 1.
6.2.1

Terminal conditions

Note that a model solution over a finite time horizon t = 1, · · · , T requires
values of the variables yT +1 , · · · , yT +k which are outside the solution period.
These are called terminal conditions and are analogous to the initial conditions required for any dynamic model. Generally, terminal values are set to
fixed exogenous values, or according to an automatic rule such as constant
level yT +j = yT , j = 1, · · · , k or constant growth rate yT +j = yTj+1 yT−j−1 ,
j = 1, · · · , k. However, it is also possible to choose terminal conditions to
reflect the equilibrium properties of the model as suggested by Minford et al.
(1979). This uses terminal conditions in a way analogous to the transversality
conditions that occur in infinite time horizon problems, and implies that the
model will have reached an equilibrium solution by the terminal date. Fisher
(1992) shows how terminal conditions may help pick one solution among an
infinite number of solutions.
To some extent, terminal conditions are arbitrary and it is important to
know how sensitive the model solution is to them. One way to investigate
this is to vary the terminal date by extending the solution period beyond
T . As the solution period is extended, the terminal condition will have less
influence on the first T periods.
6.2.2

Stacked solution methods

Consider stacking the systems of equations (6.6) for each time period t =
1, · · · , T to form the system of equations
f (y1 , E1 , Y0 , X1 , u1 ; θ) = 0
f (y2 , E2 , Y1 , X2 , u2 ; θ) = 0
..
.
f (yT , ET , YT −1 , XT , uT ; θ) = 0 .

(6.7)

This can be regarded as a system of nT equations in the nT variables
y1 , y2 , · · · , yT with np initial values Y0 and nk terminal values ET . This
system can be solved using any of the nonlinear solution methods already
considered as was pointed out by Hall (1985). The ordering of the equations
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is important if one of the order-dependent methods such as Gauss–Seidel
or FGS is being considered since ordering by time is no longer necessarily
optimal.
The system (6.7) can also be solved using Newton’s method. It has a
Jacobian matrix of a block tridiagonal form. For the case p = k = 1 this
looks like


J1 F1
 B 2 J2 F 2



... ...


B3




.
. . JT −1 FT −1 

BT
JT
where
Jt =

∂f
∂yt0

,

Ft =

∂f
0
∂yt+1

,

Bt =

∂f
0
∂yt−1

are all matrices of dimension n × n.
The Stacked Newton method applies Newton’s method to the stacked system (6.7). This involves solving each iteration a system of linear equations
of order nt, and, as a consequence has long been regarded as impracticable.
However, efficient algorithms that take into account the special form of the
Jacobian matrix have been suggested by Laffargue (1990) and Boucekkine
(1995), or, alternatively, general black-box techniques for dealing with sparse
matrices can be applied, as described in Duff et al. (1986). Gilli and Pauletto
(1998) and Pauletto (1997) show how nonlinear Krylov methods can be used
to solve the sparse system of equations iteratively. Recent applications of
some of these approaches are described in Armstrong et al. (1998) and Juillard et al. (1998).
6.2.3

The Fair-Taylor solution method

Fair and Taylor (1983) propose a first-order solution method for a nonlinear
dynamic model with consistent expectations (6.6). Rewriting the system in
normalised form gives
yt = h(yt , Et , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) .
The method is as follows. First make an initial guess at the consistent ex0
pectations Et+1
, t = 1, · · · , T . Then, in iteration v, v = 1, · · · , V solve the
system of equations
ytv = h(ytv , Etv−1 , Yt−1 , Xt , ut ; θ) ,
10

t = 1, · · · , T

(6.8)

treating the expectations Etv−1 as fixed. This problem can be solved using any
of the first order solution methods considered above, or indeed by Newton’s
v
v
method. Then update the expectations Etv = {yt+1
, · · · , yt+k
}. Continue to
iterate until
max Etv − Etv−1 < ε3 .
t

Fair and Taylor call the iterations on v type II iterations to distinguish them
from the type I iterations on s that comprise the solution of (6.8). It is often
computationally efficient to set loose convergence criteria ε1 and ε2 for the
type 1 iterations until the expectational variables are close to convergence.
It should be noted that Fair and Taylor suggested that the solution
method described above should be nested in a further outer loop in which
the solution period is extended until this has no more effect on the first T
periods. The result of these type III iterations is to remove the effect of the
terminal conditions on the solution. In practice, this third iteration loop is
often ignored.
6.2.4

Shooting methods

Consider the reduced form of the stacked system (6.7) given by:
y1 = g(E1 , Y0 , X1 , u1 ; θ)
..
.
yT = g(ET , YT −1 , XT , uT ; θ) .

(6.9)

By substituting out for the variables y1 , y2 , · · · , yT this can be interpreted
as a system of equations expressing the terminal conditions ET as a function of the initial expectations E1 , the initial conditions Y0 , the whole time
path of the exogenous variables X1 , · · · , XT and the T × n matrix of errors
U = ( u1 · · · uT )0 :
ET = φ(E1 , Y0 , X1 , · · · , XT , U; θ) .

(6.10)

All the variables in (6.10) are fixed except for the initial expectations E1 .
This equation writes the model solution problem as a two-point boundary
value problem where the boundary values are the initial values Y0 and the
terminal values ET .
Taking a first order Taylor expansion of (6.10) around the point E10 we
have
∂φ
(E1 − E10 ) = ET
φ(E1 ) ' φ(E10 ) +
∂E100
11

suggesting the Newton iteration

−1
∂φ
s−1
s
E1 = E1 −
(φ(E1s−1 ) − ET ) .
∂E1s−10

(6.11)

This method for updating E1 to solve the model is known as the single shooting method and is a standard method for solving two-point boundary value
problems. (See for example Roberts and Shipman (1972)). The Jacobian
matrix in (6.11) will in general be impossible to calculate analytically but
may be computed numerically or approximated by a matrix of constants.
Lipton et al. (1982) find that the single shooting method does not work
well in rational expectations models. Instead they propose a method of
multiple shooting which involves splitting the solution period into overlapping sub-periods and solving these sub-problems using a shooting technique.
Fisher (1992) criticises shooting methods, finding them to be fundamentally
unreliable for models that satisfy the usual stability conditions, and difficult
ot apply to nonlinear macroeconomic models.
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Further reading

Pauletto (1997) is a recent and excellent treatment of the computational
techniques considered here and is strongly recommended. Fisher (1992) concentrates on first order solution methods for nonlinear rational expectations
models, applying these methods to large models of the UK economy. A short
and non-technical treatment in given in chapter eight of Cuthbertson, Hall
and Taylor (1992).
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